FINAL ABSORPTION IN JAGANNATH
animal world. But a man is a man in so far as he accepts
the Law ot^Dharma as superior to the natural Biological
Law, and resists the rule of the latter in voluntary obedience
to the injunction of the former. The Law of Dharma,
which the Lord enjoins upon his highest creatures, whom
He has created as essentially moral and spiritual beings
endowed with freedom of judgment and action, is that
their lives should be governed more by love and sympathy
than by the animal instinct of self-preservation, more by
the ideal of life-giving than by the urge of life-taking, more
by the spirit of benevolence and co-operation than by the
spirit of exploitation and competition, more by the concep-
tion of the superiority of spiritual life to animal life than
by the perception of the actual strength of the present
sensuous needs and hankerings. According to the Law of
Dharma, the strong should voluntarily sacrifice their
earthly interests for the happiness of the weak, men of
superior calibre should freely lay down their lives in the
service of these of inferior calibre and attain thereby the
true immortality and the eternal spiritual happiness of the
soul. Love, infinite and universal,—Love which unites!
each with all,—Love which opens the spiritual eyes of the^
individual and exhibits the identity of his self with thatJ
of the universe,—is the culmination of Dharma.
Such Love became the actual nature of the Master's
heart. He could brook no cruelty, no violence, no hatred,
no ill-will, even with regard to the lowest species of living
creatures. His heart participated in the feeling of pain
of every living being he came across. The element of
sympathy was so strong in his nature that physical violence
inflicted upon poor men and lower animals was on many
occasions found to cause painful sores on his body. Even
the narration in his presence of any form of distress of any
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